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. _Book of Church Order of the Presbyterian Church in the United States_. Presbyterian Publishing Co. Hardcover, no dust jacket. 86pp. Ex-library, rubbed and faded cover, foxing. $7.67 [221382]


. _Constitution of the Church in South India, with amendments up to and including those made by the Synod of January 1956, together with the Basis of Union as adopted by the Governing Bodies of the Uniting Churches in India and elsewhere_. Christian Literature Society. 1956. Hardcover, no dust jacket. 98pp. Slight foxing, else very good. $5.00 [246822]

. _Constitution of the Presbyterian Church in the United States of America Being its Standards Subordinate to the Word of God_. Office of the General Assembly by the Board of Christian Education of the Presbyterian Church in the U.S.A. 1955. Hardcover, no dust jacket. 455pp. Good; boards edges slightly worn. $5.00 [255666]


. _Disability Theology_. Daejanggan. 2010. Paperback. 480pp. VG. Korean Language publication. This is located at our store in Portland, Oregon; please anticipate extra delivery time. $5.00 [U15291]


Enchiridion de Statibus Perfectionis 1: Documenta Ecclesiae Sodalibus Instituendis [Collectanea Sacrae Congregationis de Religiosis 1]. Officium Libri Catholici. 1949. Hardcover, no dust jacket. 651pp. Ex-library, foxing, rebound in green buckram. $10.00 [356130]

Ernest Trice Thompson: An Appreciation. Union Theological Seminary. 1964. Paperback. 52pp. Good; bent corners. $5.00 [311281]


_Liberal Evangelicalism: An Interpretation._ By Members of the Church of England_. Hodder & Stoughton. . Hardcover, no dust jacket.. 304pp. Faded cover, foxing, shaken. $4.00 [329379]

Life of the Church. International Missionary Council Meeting at Tambaram, Madras, December 12th to 29th, 1938 (Tambaram Series, vol. IV)_. Oxford. 1939. Paperback. 438pp. Ex-library, previous owner names; spine peeling at edges; else sound. $3.34 [185007]


Melanges Théologiques ou Série d'Articles sur les Questions les Plus Intéressantes de la Théologie Morale et du Droit Canon, IV Série 1850-1851_. G. Lardinois. 1851. Hardcover, no dust jacket.. 662pp. Ex-library, worn cover, shaken, slight foxing. $8.50 [336738]


Proposed Scheme of Union, including Draft Basis of Union for adoption by the uniting Churches, Draft Constitution of the united Church, and other documents. Prepared by the Joint Committee of the Church of India, Burma, and Ceylon, the South India United Church, and the South India Provincial Synod of the Methodist Church, for presentation to the growing bodies of those Churches in India and elsewhere. 7th edition (revised)_. Christian Literature Society for India. 1942. Paperback. 101pp. Good. $3.34 [225243]


. __Second Annual Catholic Congress; addresses and papers__. Catholic Congress Committee. 1926. Paperback. 168pp. cover taped and tattered, yellowed, $2.75 [KVS543]


Abbadie, Jacques; trans. by John W. Hamersley. __Chemical Change in the Eucharist__. Sampson Low, Son, and Marston. 1867. Hardcover. 164pp. Poor. Badly worn and stained paper boards; spine repaired with duct tape; shaken, stains, foxing, worming. $6.50 [300728]


Aichele, George & Richard Walsh, eds.. __Screening Scripture: Intertextual Connections Between Scripture & Film__. Trinity. 2002. Paperback. 335pp. Very good. $8.50 [281783]


Alexander, John. __Your Money or Your Life: A New Look at Jesus' View of Wealth and Power__. Harper. 1986. Hardcover with dust jacket. 251pp. As new. * This item is at our store in Portland, Oregon. Please anticipate an additional week in delivery time. $4.50 [709023]


Allen, Diogenes. _The Reasonableness of Faith_. Corpus. 1968. Hardcover with dust jacket. 140pp. VG/VG $5.00 [339509]

Allen, Diogenes; foreword by Gene Fontinell. _The Reasonableness of Faith_. Corpus. 1968. Hardcover with dust jacket. 140pp. Ink underlining. *This item is at our store in Portland, Oregon. Please anticipate an additional week in delivery time. $5.00 [711835]

Allen, Ronald B.. _Majesty of Man: The Dignity of Being Human_. Multnomah. 1984. Hardcover with dust jacket. 221pp. Slightly chipped dust jacket, some blue highlighting. *This item is at our store in Portland, Oregon. Please anticipate an additional week in delivery time. $3.00 [711628]


Allsopp, Michael E., ed.. _Ethics and the Catechism of the Catholic Church_. Scranton. 1999. Hardcover with dust jacket. 205pp. VG/VG. $4.00 [362234]


Ames, William (translated by Lee W. Gibbs). __Technometry__. University of Pennsylvania Press. 1979. Hardcover, no dust jacket. 202pp. Used book. Fair condition. Heavy Underlining. Previous owner's name written inside. This is located at our store in Portland, Oregon; please anticipate extra delivery time. $5.00 [NW0127]

Anderson, Philip J., Michelle A. Clifton-Soderstrom. __In Spirit and in Truth: Essays on Theology, Spirituality, and Embodiment in Honor of C. John Weborg__. Covenant Publications. 2006. Paperback. 362pp. VG. This is located at our store in Portland, Oregon; please anticipate extra delivery time. $3.50 [U14494]


Aquinas, Thomas; edited by Bayard Quincy Morgan and Friedrich Wilhelm Strothmann. __Middle High German Translation of the Summa Theologica by Thomas Aquinas. Edited with a Latin-German and a German-Latin Glossary__. Stanford. 1950. Hardcover, no dust jacket. 400pp. Good; slightly shaken. $4.50 [318309]


Arndt, Elmer ed.. __Heritage of the Reformation: Commemorating the Centennial of Eden Theological Seminary__. Richard R. Smith. 1950. Hardcover with dust jacket. 264pp. This is located at our store in Portland, Oregon; please anticipate extra delivery time. $3.50 [702583]

Arnold, Franz Xaver und Balthasar Fischer. __Die Messe in der Glaubensverkündigung: Kerygmatische Fragen__. Verlag Herder Freiburg. 1950. Hardcover with dust jacket. 392pp. Good, in a torn dust jacket. $5.00 [331785]


Auer, Wilhelm. __Theologische Grundposition Reinhold Seebergs im Blick auf die Auseinandersetzung über theozentrische und anthropozentrische Theologie. Inaugural-Dissertation__. Triltsch & Huther. 1937. Paperback. 107pp. Ex-library, yellowed pages, previous owner’s name. $5.00 [180068]


[Augustine, St.]; Aurelius Augustinus. __Selbstgespräche über Gott und die Unsterblichkeit der Seele / Soliloquia de Immortalitate Animae__. Lateinisch und Deutsch / Latine et Germanice__. Artemis-Verlag. 1954. Hardcover with dust jacket. 297pp. Ex-library, else sound. $3.50 [333204]


Backhaus, Gunther. __Kerygma and Mythos, bei David Friedrich Strauss und Rudolf Bultmann (Theologische Forschung 12)__. Herbert Reich. 1956. Paperback. 82pp. Name stamp on front blank, wrappers yellowed; else good. $3.34 [188433]


Bacon, F.D.. __Women in the Church__. Lutterworth. Hardcover, no dust jacket. 141pp. Foxing, otherwise very good. $4.50 [295185]

Badia, Rev. Leonard F. and Sarno, Ronald A.. __Morality: How to Live it Today__. Alba House. 1979. Paperback. 261pp. VG. This is located at our store in Portland, Oregon; please anticipate extra delivery time. $4.50 [U11493]


BAILLIE, JOHN. __The Sense of the Presence of God. Gifford Lectures 1961-2.__. Scribners. 1962. Hardcover with dust jacket. 269pp. G/G. Neat pen underlining to a few pages, else good; DJ edgeworn, else good. This is located at our store in Portland, Oregon; please anticipate extra delivery time. $7.50 [U15605]


Barclay, Wade Crawford. _Church and a Christian Society: Discussion of Aims, Content and Method of Adult Christian Education_. Abingdon. 1939. Hardcover with dust jacket. 428pp. Chipped dust jacket, good otherwise. $4.00 [153440]


Barmann, Lawrence F. ed.. _Newman at St. Mary's: A Selection of the Parochial and Plain Sermons_. Newman. 1962. Hardcover with dust jacket. 211pp. Foxing, chipped dust jacket. $5.00 [297778]


Barth, Karl. _Anselm: Fides Quaerens Intelluctum_. SCM. 1960. Hardcover, no dust jacket. 173pp. Shaken, extensive underlining. $8.00 [317263]


Barth, Karl. _Church Dogmatics, vol. IV, I_. Scribner's. 1956. Hardcover, no dust jacket. 802pp. Ex-library, spine covered in black tape, extensive underlining and highlighting. $5.00 [342668]

Barth, Karl. _Die Aufertebung der Toten: Eine akademische Vorlefung über 1 Kor. 15_. Evangelischer Verlag. 1953. Paperback. 129pp. Good; foxing. $4.50 [350618]

Barth, Karl. _Kirche und die Politische Frage von Heute_. Evangelischen Buchhandlung. 1939. Paperback. 56pp. Underlining. $8.00 [281468]


Barth, Karl. _Souveränität des Wortes Gottes und die Entscheidung des Glaubens [Theologische Studien, Heft 5]_. Chr. Kaiser. 1939. Paperback. 22pp. Good; upper corners bent. $3.50 [281389]
Barth, Karl. _The Only Way: How to Change the German Mind_. Philosophical Library. 1947. Hardcover with dust jacket. 122pp. Ink underlining, chipped dust jacket. $7.00 [310423]

Barth, Karl. _Vier Bibelstunden über Luk._ I. Paperback. 53pp. Stapled booklet with yellowed wrappers and pages, some underlining. $3.50 [210991]

Barth, Karl. _Vom christlichen Leben_. Chr. Kaiser. 1928. Paperback. 39pp. Pencil underlining, bent corners, slightly torn wrappers. $3.50 [281388]


Bartmann, Bernhard. _Lehrbuch der Dogmatik (2 Bände)_. [Theologische Bibliothek]. Herder. 1917. Hardcover, no dust jacket. 452, 551pp. Good. Faded cover, ex-library, lower corners of first volume bumped. $5.00 [313213]


Baumgärtel, Friedrich. _Theologiestudent und die Bibel_. C. Bertelsmann. 1929. Paperback. 23pp. Very good, stapled booklet. $3.50 [228977]


Beet, Joseph Agar. _The Immortality of the Soul: A Protest_. Hodder & Stoughton. 1901. Hardcover, no dust jacket. 115pp. Some underlining, foxing, shaken, edgeworn boards. $5.00 [338356]

Belden, K.D.. _Reflections on Moral Re-Armament_. Grosvenor Books. 1985. Paperback. 100pp. VG. This is located at our store in Portland, Oregon; please anticipate extra delivery time. $4.00 [U10474]

Belgum, David ed.. _Religion & Medicine: Essays on Meaning, Values & Health_. Iowa State. 1967. Hardcover with dust jacket. 345pp. This is located at our store in Portland, Oregon; please anticipate extra delivery time. $3.00 [702610]


Bell, Rob. _Jesus Wants to Save Christians_. Zondervan. 2008. Hardcover, no dust jacket. 218pp. VG. This is located at our store in Portland, Oregon; please anticipate extra delivery time. $4.00 [U15586]
Bellah, Robert N., Richard Madsen, William M. Sullivan, et al. __Good Society, the__. Alfred A. Knopf. 1991. Hardcover with dust jacket. 347pp. This is located at our store in Portland, Oregon; please anticipate extra delivery time. $3.00 [702612]


Benoit, Pierre; Roland E. Murphy & Bastiaan Van Iersel eds.. __Breaking of Bread (Concilium, vol. 40)___. Paulist. 1969. Hardcover with dust jacket. 181pp. Chipped dust jacket, otherwise good. $3.00 [168307]

Benson, Bruce Ellis and Peter Goodwin Heltzel, eds.; Nicholas Wolterstorff, foreword; Michael Hardt and Antonio Negri, afterword. __Evangelicals and Empire: Christian Alternatives to the Political Status Quo__. Brazos. 2008. Paperback. 326pp. Like new. $8.50 [A309049]

Benson, Bruce Ellis and Peter Goodwin Heltzel, eds.; Nicholas Wolterstorff, foreword; Michael Hardt and Antonio Negri, afterword. __Evangelicals and Empire: Christian Alternatives to the Political Status Quo__. Brazos. 2008. Paperback. 326pp. Like new. $8.50 [A309050]

Benson, Bruce Ellis and Peter Goodwin Heltzel, eds.; Nicholas Wolterstorff, foreword; Michael Hardt and Antonio Negri, afterword. __Evangelicals and Empire: Christian Alternatives to the Political Status Quo__. Brazos. 2008. Paperback. 326pp. Like new. $8.50 [309051]

Berdyaev, Nicolas. __Destiny of Man__. Charles Scribner's. 1937. Hardcover, no dust jacket. 377pp. Foxing, ex-library, very shaken. $3.50 [317683]


Berkhof, L. _Aspects of Liberalism_. Eerdmans. 1951. Hardcover with dust jacket. 163pp. Underlining, chipped dust jacket. $8.00 [301395]

Berkhof, Hendrikus. _Two Hundred Years of Theology_. Eerdmans. 1989. Hardcover with dust jacket. 316pp. Used. Book: very good; DJ, a few small tears, else very good. This is located at our store in Portland, Oregon; please anticipate extra delivery time. $5.00 [NW0053]


Bessinger, Donivan. _Religion Confronting Science: And there was light. An inspirational harmonization of spirituality and reason_. Orchard Park. 1991. Hardcover with dust jacket. 160pp. NF/NF $3.34 [220966]


Bixler, Julius Seelye. __Four Approaches to Belief: Romantic Feeling; The Existential Act; The Mystic Way; The Rational Synthesis [Reprint from the Iliff Review, vol. XIII, no. 2 & 3 & XIV no. 1, Spring, Fall & Winter 1956]. 1956. Pamphlet folder. 10, 13, 24, 24pp. Ex-library, bound into a pamphlet folder. $3.00 [358401]


Blamires, Harry. _Kirkbride and Company_. SPCK. 1959. Hardcover with dust jacket. 241pp. foxing, musty. $5.00 [306798]

Bläser, Peter. _Rechtfertigungsglaube bei Luther_. Hiltruper Missionare. 1937. Paperback. 53pp. Foxing, page edges brittle. $5.00 [333222]


Bliss, Kathleen. _Service & Status of Women in the Churches_. SCM. 1952. Hardcover with dust jacket. 208pp. Extensive notes and underlining, chipped dust jacket. $3.00 [165930]

Bloch, Ernst. _Atheismus im Christentum_. Suhrkamp. 1968. Paperback. 362pp. Foxing, slight underlining. $4.00 [350416]


Bogolepov, Alexander A.. _Toward an American Orthodox Church: The Establishment of an Autocephalous Orthodox Church_. Morehouse-Barlow. 1963. Hardcover, no dust jacket. 124pp. Ex-library, pencil marks, ink stain; else sound. $4.00 [195930]

Bonzo, J. Matthew. __Indwelling the Forsaken Other: The Trinitarian Ethics of Jürgen Moltmann__. Reprint. 2007. Paperback. 158pp. Remainder copy of a limited reprint edition, in very good condition. $5.00  [354714]

Bornhäuser, Karl. __In allerlei Gottesdiensten unter allerlei Kanzeln__. C. Bertelsmann. 1936. Paperback. 95pp. Good; foxing. $5.00  [332554]

Bornkamm, Heinrich. __Luther's World of Thought__. Concordia. 1958. Hardcover, no dust jacket. 315pp. Underlining $7.00  [286716]


Bosc, Jean. __Kingly Office of the Lord Jesus Christ__. Oliver & Boyd. Hardcover with dust jacket. 162pp. Highlighting, musty. $9.00  [282426]

Boudreaux, Warren L. __The 'ab acatholicis nati' of Canon 1099, 2: A Historical Synopsis and Commentary [Catholic University of America Canon Law Studies, no. 227]__. Catholic University of America. 1946. Paperback. 110pp. Good. $8.00  [303064]


Bousset, Wilhelm. __What is Religion?__. G.P. Putnam's. Hardcover, no dust jacket. 304pp. Stained and worn cover, shaken, foxing. $6.50  [326707]

Bousset, W. __Unser Gottesglaube (Religionsgeschichtliche Volksbücher, V. Reihe, 6. Heft)__. J.C.B. Mohr. 1908. 63pp. Yellowed pages, rebound in marbelled boards, original front wrapper and title page are loose but present. $4.33  [214792]

Bousset, W. & W. Heitmüller. __Theologische Rundschau, Separatabdruck aus Jahrgang 18, Heft 8__. J.C.B. Mohr. Paperback. 264pp. Ex-library, yellowed and torn wrappers. $4.00  [180214]


Brackbill, Maurice Thaddeus. _The Heavens Declare_. Moody. 1959. Hardcover with dust jacket. 128pp. Used. Some foxing top edge and inner flaps of dj, spine and corners of book and dj worn, else good. This is located at our store in Portland, Oregon; please anticipate extra delivery time. $3.00 [NW0065]


Brantl, George ed. _The Religious Experience, 2 vols_. Braziller, George. 1964. Hardcover with dust jacket. 1144pp. Dust jackets faded; volume 2 has small name stamp in front; books are in slip case. $3.75 [KVS433]

Brasó, Gabriele M. _Liturgia e Spiritualità_. Edizioni Liturgiche. 1958. Paperback. 311pp. Ex-library, foxing, some dampstains. Wrappers reglued. $5.00 [299643]


Bravo, Francisco. _Christ in the Thought of Teilhard de Chardin_. Notre Dame. 1967. Hardcover, no dust jacket. 163pp. Good; ex-library. $4.00 [337784]


Bring, S.L. __Grunddragen af Den christeliga Troslaran (3 parts in 1)___. Lund: Hakan Ohlssons Boktryckeri. 18691877. Hardcover, no dust jacket.. 276,149,257pp. Ex-library, rebound in half leather. Leather quite rubbed; boards beginning to split away. Sven Libert Bring (1826-1905) associate professor of systematic theology and professor of applied theology in Lund. Best known work was a detailed textbook in dogmatics. $9.33 [155028]

Brock, Rita Nakashima; Claudia Camp, and Serene Jones eds.. __Setting the Table: Women in Theological Conversation___. Chalice. 1995. Paperback. 281pp. Very good. $5.00 [338307]


Brown, Colin. __Miracles and the Critical Mind__. Eerdmans. 1984. Hardcover with dust jacket. 383pp. This is located at our store in Portland, Oregon; please anticipate extra delivery time. $5.00 [702663]

Brown, John. __Discourses and Sayings of Our Lord__. Tyndale Bible Society. Hardcover, no dust jacket. 800pp. Underlining. $5.00 [286988]


Brown, William Adams. __God At Work__. Scribners. 1933. Hardcover, no dust jacket. 301pp. Owner’s name and other notes on flyleaf, ink underlining on a few pages, else good. This is located at our store in Portland, Oregon; please anticipate extra delivery time. $3.50 [89421]


Bruce, Alexander Balmain. __The Providential Order of the World__. Scribner's. 1897. Hardcover, no dust jacket. 346pp. Foxing, slight markings in the margins. $5.00 [A355846]

Brüchner, A.. __Die Slaven (Religionsgeschichtliches Lesebuch, 3)___. J.C.B. Mohr. 1926. Paperback. 43pp. Ex-library, good otherwise. $3.67 [180065]


Brunner, Peter. _Lutherische Bekenntnis in der Union: Ein Grundsätzliches Wort zur Besinnung zur Warnung und zur Geduld_. C. Bertelsmann. 1952. Paperback. 103pp. Good; yellowed pages. $4.00 [254942]

Brunstäd, Friedrich. _Theologie der lutherischen Bekenntnisschriften_. C. Bertelsmann. 1951. Hardcover, no dust jacket. 258pp. Pages deeply yellowed, good otherwise. $3.34 [189918]


Bryant, M. Darrol & Susan Hodges eds. _Exploring Unification Theology_. Rose of Sharon. 1978. Paperback. 168pp. Good. $4.00 [230607]


Bulman, Raymond F. and Parrella, Frederick J. (Eds.). _Paul Tillich: A New Catholic Assessment_. Michael Glazier. 1944. Paperback. 344pp. Very good. This is located at our store in Portland, Oregon; please anticipate extra delivery time. $3.00 [U9972]


Burke, T. Patrick, ed.. _Word in History: The St. Xavier Symposium_. Sheed & Ward. 1966. Hardcover with dust jacket. 178pp. Heavy underlining and notes in Chapter 1 only. $4.00 [KS0595]

Burkhardt, Joachim. _Krisis der Dichtung, als theologisches Problem_. Zwingli Verlag. 1962. Hardcover, no dust jacket. 165pp. Yellowed pages, good otherwise. $3.34 [188492]


Burtchaell, James. _Giving & Taking of Life: Essays Ethical_. Notre Dame. 1989. Hardcover with dust jacket. 324pp. This is located at our store in Portland, Oregon; please anticipate extra delivery time. $3.50 [702674]


Caldwell, John R.. _Works of John R. Caldwell [Assembly Writers Library, Vol. IX]_. Gospel Tract Publications. . Hardcover, no dust jacket. 420pp. Stain (or publisher blemish?) 1-inch adhesive stain to fore-edge. Some pages stuck together along edge, able to peel apart. Else clean text, sturdy. $5.00 [339685]


Campbell, Donald K. ed. _Walvoord: a tribute_. Moody. 1982. Hardcover with dust jacket. 352pp. some highlighting, spine is faded $3.75  [KVS611]


Carey, Kenneth M. ed. _Historic Episcopate in the Fullness of the Church_. Dacre. 1954. Hardcover, no dust jacket. 140pp. Ex-library, some underlining, foxing. $4.00  [182245]


Carnell, Edward J.. _An Introduction to Christian Apologetics_. Eerdmans. 1959. Hardcover with dust jacket. 379pp. Ex-library, chipped dust jacket. $4.00  [312091]
Carnell, Edward John. __Theology of Reinhold Niebuhr__. Eerdmans. 1951. Hardcover, no dust jacket. 250pp. Worn cover, extensive pencil underlining and notes. $5.00 [311451]


Chamberlin, John S. __Increase and Multiply: Arts-of-Discourse Procedure in the Preaching of Donne__. The University of North Carolina Press. 1976. Hardcover with dust jacket. 197pp. Used book. VG/VG. Very slight wear along the edges of DJ. Price tag on the back of DJ. This is located at our store in Portland, Oregon; please anticipate extra delivery time. $4.50 [NW0680]


Chatham, Josiah G. __Force and Fear as Invalidating Marriage: The Element of Injustice [Catholic University of America Canon Law Studies, no. 310]__. Catholic University of America Press. 1950. Paperback. 187pp. Very good. $5.00 [313573]

Cheney, Mary Bushnell ed. __Life and Letters of Horace Bushnell__. Harper. 1880. Library buckram. 579pp. Ex-library, some pages repaired with clear tape, rebound in lime green library buckram. $4.00 [339346]


[Church, Dean] Mary C. Church, ed. __Life and Letters of Dean Church___. Macmillan. 1894. Hardcover, no dust jacket. 428pp. Shaken, slight foxing. $4.00 [188086]

Church, R.W. __On Some Influences of Christianity upon National Character: Three Lectures___. Macmillan. 1873. Hardcover, no dust jacket. 140pp. Cover very scuffed and faded. Heavy foxing. Shaken. $4.00 [325499]


Clarke, James Freeman. _Common-Sense in Religion: A Series of Essays_. Houghton, Mifflin & Co. 1892. Hardcover, no dust jacket. 443pp. Ex-library, frayed spine edges, smudges (white paint?) on front cover; else good. $9.33 [220916]


Cleobury, F.H.. _God, Man and the Absolute_. Hutchison & Co.. Hardcover, no dust jacket. 150pp. Ex-library, slightly faded cover. $3.00 [350407]

Coady, John Joseph. _The Appointment of Pastors: A Dissertation [Catholic University of America, Canon Law Studies, no. 52]_. Catholic University of America Press. 1929. Paperback. 143pp. Good, slightly chipped wrappers. $5.00 [313514]


Coates, C. A.. _Outline of the Minor Prophets_. Stow Hill Bible and Tract Depot. Hardcover, no dust jacket. 141164pp. VG. This is located at our store in Portland, Oregon; please anticipate extra delivery time. $5.00 [U15703]


Come, Arnold B. _Introduction to Barth's 'Dogmatics' for Preachers_. SCM. 1963. Hardcover with dust jacket. 251pp. VG/VG $4.50 [200383]


Cooke, Parsons. _Divine Law of Beneficence_. American Tract Society. Hardcover, no dust jacket. 163pp. Ex-library in repaired binding (spine taped over with black binding tape); foxing. Sound otherwise. $7.67 [152176]

Cooke, R.J. _The Incarnation and Recent Criticism_. Jennings & Graham. 1907. Hardcover, no dust jacket. 243pp. Front board bent along upper edge, cloth frayed at spine edges, shaken, foxing, some underlining, ffep corner-clipped. $4.50 [299446]


Courtemanche, Basil F. _The Total Simulation of Matrimonial Consent [Catholic University of America Canon Law Studies, no. 270]_. Catholic University of America. 1948. Paperback. 120pp. Good. $8.00 [303060]


Coyne, George V. and Alessandro Omizzolo. _Wayfarers in the Cosmos: The Human Quest for Meaning_. Crossroad. 2002. Hardcover with dust jacket. 184pp. NF/NF $5.00 [278464]

Craig, William Lane and Sinnott-Armstrong, Walter. _God? A Debate Between a Christian and an Atheist_. Oxford. 2004. Hardcover with dust jacket. 156pp. VG/VG. This is located at our store in Portland, Oregon; please anticipate extra delivery time. $10.00 [U10459]


Cremer, Hermann. _Weissagung und Wunderim Zusammenhänge der Heilsgeschichte_ [Beiträge zur förderung christlicher Theologie, Vierter Jahrgang 1900, Drittes Heft]. C. Bertelsmann. 1900. Hardcover, no dust jacket. 84pp. Good; foxing. $8.50 [331876]


Crouch, Owen. _What the Bible Says About the Bible_. College Press. 1981. Hardcover, no dust jacket. 351pp. VG. This is located at our store in Portland, Oregon; please anticipate extra delivery time. $5.00 [U15492]


Cunningham, David S. __Friday, Saturday, Sunday: Literary Meditations on Suffering, Death, and New Life__. WJK. 2007. Paperback. 188pp. Very good. $9.00 [CR1673]


D'Arcy, M.C. __Thomas Aquinas__. Newman Bookshop. 1944. Hardcover with dust jacket. 292pp. Foxing, chipped dust jacket. $7.50 [302159]


Dale, R.W. __Essays and Addresses__. Hodder & Stoughton. 1901. Hardcover, no dust jacket. 398pp. Ex-library, pencil underlining, foxing. * This item is at our store in Portland, Oregon. Please anticipate an additional week in delivery time. $5.00 [712138]


Dawley, W.W. __Truths That Abide__. Griffith & Rowland. 1911. Hardcover, no dust jacket. 108pp. Very good. $5.00 [248516]


De Quervain, Alfred. _Heiligung_. Ethik, 1. Teil_. Evangelischer Verlag. 1946. Hardcover, no dust jacket.. 482pp. Ex-library, upper spine bumped; else good. $4.50 [233789]

De Quervain, Alfred. _Kirche, Volk, Staat: Ethik II_. Evangelischer Verlag. 1945. Hardcover, no dust jacket.. 404pp. Yellowed pages, ex-library; else very good. $4.50 [233788]

De Quervain, Alfred. _Mensch und Staat heute (Theologische Eristenz heute, 30)_. Chr. Kaiser. 1952. Paperback. 51pp. Yellowed wrappers and pages, some brittle edges, corner of first page of foreword is sliced away (no text lost). $4.00 [164767]

de Senarclens, Jacques. _Heirs of the Reformation_. SCM. 1963. Hardcover, no dust jacket.. 343pp. Slightly musty. 'A positive and constructive interpretation of the fundamental convictions of the Christian faith that have always lain at the center of Catholic and Evangelical tradition. De Senarclens focuses on two points; revelation and Christology. "From end to end of his book Professor de Senarclens appears as a thinker of outstanding freshness of mind and independence of judgment, who is imbued at the same time with a deep pastoral concern for human beings and the integrity of their faith in our distracted world.' - T.F. Torrance $3.34 [136527]
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